Easing hospitalist electronic health record burden through clinical workstation single sign-on
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ABSTRACT

Background: Computer workstation single sign-on (SSO) was implemented in 19 hospitals to reduce manual keyboard login and expedite access to the electronic health record (EHR) and clinical applications.

Objective: To quantify hospitalists time liberated from EHR keyboard to focus on patient care, and estimate financial value of this time for hospitalists.

Methods: Login duration prior to and after SSO implementation were compared in eight hospitals. Using national estimates of hospitalist hourly wage, dollar values of time liberated from keyboard were calculated, stratified by different levels of total EHR use.

Results: Following SSO implementation, first of shift login decreased 5.3 seconds (15.3%), and reconnect duration decreased 20.4 seconds (69.9%). The volume of hospitalist EHR use among all physician end users comprises 70%-90% of all electronic documentation and clinical orders issued, yielding an annual range of 10,302 hours (or 858.5 12-hour shifts) to 13,245 hours (or 1,103.8 12-hour shifts) in hospitalist time liberated from keyboard for patient care, with recurrent annual value of $1,164,126 to $1,496,685.

Conclusions: Hospitalists gained meaningful amounts of time for patient care from SSO implementation. This time accrued to substantial financial value. SSO eases the EHR burden of hospitalists, and facilities using hospitalists extensively should consider SSO implementation.
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1. INTRODUCTION: THE HOSPITALIST’S EHR BURDEN

Hospitalists have also emerged as among the heaviest, most frequent users of the electronic health record (EHR) and certified or computer provider order entry (CPOE). Hospitalists may spend as much as 33% of their work day, or almost four hours, actively working in the EHR, and clinical doc...
umetration time has increased from 16% to 28% with EHR implementation. In many U.S. facilities, hospitalists are clinical team leaders from whom much clinical care delivery and treatments flow. High physician dissatisfaction with EHR usability, interfaces, navigation, interruption of cognitive processes in care delivery and workflows is well documented. Concerns include the added time demands placed by EHRs on hospitalists already managing high patient volumes in busy shifts and ensuring patient safety. Time spent on the EHR is viewed as competing for time to deliver patient care and attend to patients’ clinical needs. Health information technology related stress and burnout have also been reported. Using the EHR involves many repeated logins to ensure the security/confidentiality of patients’ personal health information. Password protection of EHR access and clinical applications, requiring continual updating of complex passwords, adds to this burden, with the heaviest EHR users such as hospitalists impacted most negatively.

2. REDUCING HOSPITALIST EHR LOGIN TIME WITH SINGLE SIGN-ON

CHRISTUS Health is an independent delivery network comprised of 49 hospitals and over 300 other care facilities, with over 15,000 affiliated physicians. In most CHRISTUS hospitals, the hospitalist team leads patient care delivery, issues the greatest volume of care orders and completes the most electronic clinical documentation. Single sign-on (SSO) is a technology which enables a hospitalist or other clinician to login by the usual manual method on a keyboard at the start of shift, and then deploys a streamlined method using a proximity card/badge and a card reader at EHR workstations to expedite reconnects on all subsequent logins for the remainder of that shift. The technology reduces manual keyboard typing to login to just once per 12-hour shift, and accelerates subsequent access to the EHR. SSO also eliminates need to create and remember multiple complex passwords, and use of “cheat sheets” listing their passwords for different clinical software applications (a security risk to patients’ personal health information).

Most hospitalists in the CHRISTUS system roam across their facility’s units and service lines, and manage substantial patient volumes and throughput. Roaming hospitalists gain rapid access to information systems at the point of care with SSO. CHRISTUS Health implemented SSO technology in order to provide hospitalists and other clinicians with expedited access to the EHR and clinical applications, and to eliminate wasted time diverted from clinical care logging and managing passwords. The SSO proximity badge logs hospitalists into and out of the EHR for 12-hour shifts as they roam throughout the hospital. When they tap the reader to reconnect to the EHR, SSO brings them back to precisely where they last left off in the EHR. When hospitalists move to another clinical workstation, the badge reader at each workstation enables them to access the current state of the last workstation they used.

Numerous clinical software applications can be accessed with SSO, and new applications can be profiled and deployed rapidly. Automated application password change processes ease the burden of password management. SSO automatically launches and opens applications. When the hospitalist leaves the workstation, the proximity badge automatically locks and secures it. The need to manually lock sessions is eliminated, as is the risk of losing work in the EHR when a hospitalist is distracted or diverted, and thus SSO also helps prevent disruptions to EHR workflow.

In implementing SSO, CHRISTUS Health migrated from workstation personal computers (PCs) to a thin client, a smaller, less costly device which enables connectivity to a remote server where processing occurs rather than within a local desktop PC at the clinical workstation. A virtual desktop replaced physical PCs so hospitalists could roam widely, and 45 clinical software applications were enabled for SSO. The shift to a thin client device in the workstations also saved resources because their replacement cost is $200 versus $1,000 for a PC.

CHRISTUS Health regarded SSO technology as a method to rapidly ease and expedite EHR and clinical application access for hospitalists and other high volume EHR users, and to improve EHR usability. The purpose of this analysis was to identify the SSO time savings benefit to hospitalists by quantifying the annual reduction of hospitalist keyboard typing conveyed by SSO, and to estimate the financial value of this time for the highest volume physician EHR end users. While the financial value of hospitalist time reduction in keyboard typing does not return to the system budget and enable physician workforce reductions, it does enable clinicians to spend more time focused on delivering patient care rather than typing on a keyboard (an activity with no clinical care value), and in this manner may expedite patient throughput and deliver a return on investment.

3. METHODS

3.1 Study setting

CHRISTUS Health is an independent delivery network, and SSO was used to expedite login among physicians, mid-level providers, nurses, respiratory therapists, dieticians and physical therapists who roam within 19 community hospitals...
which vary in licensed bed capacity from approximately 80 to 170 beds. The EHR in these facilities was MEDITECH Client Server Version 5.66, and the SSO product implemented was Imprivata OneSign Version 5.1.

3.2 Study design
Data on clinician time liberated from keyboard by SSO was collected and then the amount of time saved was converted into estimates of the dollar value of this time based on national estimates of hospitalist hourly wage. Hours and 12-hour shift equivalents of time saved by hospitalists in reduced login and reconnect activity were converted into total dollar value produced when clinicians are liberated to care for patients, rather than typing on a keyboard to access the EHR and clinical applications. Weekly and annual time savings, and associated weekly and annual dollar values of time saved were calculated at the enterprise and individual facility levels. The SSO software enabled precise quantification of the number of logins/reconnects by physicians, but at the time of this study not specific specialties such as hospitalists versus other specialties. The SSO product deployed, Imprivata OneSign Version 5.1, and Citrix virtualization software provide data on real time and retrospective SSO logins, including number of clinical users and frequency of access by application and per unit of time.

3.3 Sampling techniques
Mean login time duration before and following SSO implementation was measured over 128 sampled logins during two seven-day periods across eight hospitals selected randomly from 19 facilities. SSO access involves two logins: first login of the shift to the desktop and then EHR, and subsequent reconnect or re-logins to the EHR using the proximity card reader. Seven-day observation periods of login duration before and following SSO implementation involved sampling in April 2018 at the eight randomly selected facilities.

One hospital was sampled from each of the eight operational regions comprising the CHRISTUS enterprise. Facilities selected for sampling did not differ meaningfully from the rest of the 19 facilities for SSO performance, and login and reconnect times within any cluster of hospitals were historically very similar. Measurements of actual login and re-login/reconnect durations to workstations were completed before and following SSO implementation. A total of 128 login time durations were measured during day shifts, when EHR use and system demand are greatest. Workstations were sampled on different floors and service lines of each facility. There was no systematic variation or changes evident in SSO time to login performance between repeated samplings or in different facilities.

3.4 Sample size
There was an average of 184,606 logins to the enterprise EHR by all multidisciplinary clinicians across 19 facilities over two seven-day periods sampled pre- and post-SSO implementation in April 2018. Total potential SSO end users across the enterprise equaled 27,667, of whom 16,840 were enrolled for SSO use (60.9%). Of these, 12,903 or 76.6% were clinicians actively using SSO in the 19 hospitals. Thirty percent of active clinicians or 3,871 were physicians.

3.5 Data collection tools
Citrix Studio was the virtualization analytics tool utilized, and manual reports were generated from the Imprivata OneSign appliance. Evaluation and timing of sample login times were completed manually on workstations at each hospital. Mobile devices were excluded due to large variation in their set up and deployment.

3.6 Data analysis and management
Mean first-of-shift login duration and mean reconnect login duration during the rest of shift were compared prior to and post-SSO implementation. Individual facility and enterprise-wide clinician time liberated from keyboard were quantified and are reported in hours and the dollar value of hospitalist professional time, per week and per year. Mean login duration was multiplied by number of total first of shift and subsequent reconnects or re-logins. The total time required for hospitalists to login pre-and post-SSO implementation are reported at percent deciles of total EHR and clinical application use, as hospitalist CPOE order issuance and electronic documentation completion rates serve well as proxies for hospitalist login frequency.

The financial value or benefit resulting from decreased hospitalist login times (time liberated from keyboard for patient care) has been calculated using a hospitalist hourly wage estimate of $113 per hour, derived from the mean of five national wage reporting sources. A seven on/seven off schedule of hospitalist shifts was used, resulting in a total of 2,184 hours worked per year. Notably, the dollar savings or value of the time liberated from keyboard for hospitalists by SSO are not resources reverting back to the hospital budget, nor do they enable less hospital spend on hospitalist headcount or salaries per se. However, hospitalist time liberated from keyboard is nonetheless valuable because this is added time that hospitalists can focus on patient care delivery instead of keyboard EHR login, and can thus indirectly facilitate increased patient throughput and, potentially, care quality due to a less distracted workflow.
4. RESULTS

During the seven-day observation periods in April of 2018, clinicians logged in to the EHR an average of 184,606 times as shown in Table 1. Prior to SSO implementation, the first of shift login to the Windows desktop required a mean duration of 30.1 seconds, plus 4.5 seconds to access the EHR, for a total of 34.6 seconds. The duration of reconnect/re-login by keyboard typing for the rest of the shift after first login was an average of 29.3 seconds. Once SSO was implemented, duration of first of shift individual login decreased 5.3 seconds, or by 15.3%. Subsequent reconnect or re-login to the EHR was reduced by 20.4 seconds or 69.6% to an average of 8.9 seconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Login Performance Parameter</th>
<th>Enterprise-Wide Frequency or Time</th>
<th>Enterprise-Wide Keyboard Time Reduction Enabled by SSO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total number of logins to the EHR over 7 days</td>
<td>184,606</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of clinical users of single sign-on</td>
<td>12,903</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time duration of first of shift logins over 7 days for 19 hospital facilities:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-SSO</td>
<td>235.2 hours (19.6 shifts)</td>
<td>36.0 hours (3.0 shifts*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-SSO</td>
<td>199.2 hours (16.6 shifts)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time duration of workstation reconnects over 7 days for 19 hospital facilities:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-SSO</td>
<td>1,303.3 hours (108.6 shifts)</td>
<td>907.4 hours (75.6 shifts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-SSO</td>
<td>395.9 hours (33.0 shifts)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual time savings enabled by SSO all clinicians</td>
<td>19 hospitals</td>
<td>49,056.8 hours (4,088.1 shifts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual time savings per facility all clinicians</td>
<td>1 facility</td>
<td>2,584.4 hours (215.4 shifts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual SSO time savings physicians only</td>
<td>19 hospitals</td>
<td>14,717 hours (1,226.4 shifts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual SSO time savings physicians only per facility</td>
<td>1 facility</td>
<td>774 hours (64.5 shifts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * Shifts = shift equivalents of 12 hours duration

Over the seven-day observation period, the sum total frequency of subsequent re-logins by clinicians was 160,134 over all 19 hospitals, or a total of 395.9 hours of EHR reconnect time (see Table 1). The reduction of total clinician reconnect/re-login time over a seven-day period was calculated as 1303.3 hours prior to SSO implementation minus 395.9 hours after implementation, demonstrating a net gain of 907.4 hours of multidisciplinary clinician time that was liberated from keyboard typing across the enterprise (which equals 75.6 shift equivalents of 12 hours per shift).

With first of shift login savings of 36 hours per week, the total weekly time savings across 19 facilities is 943.4 hours or 78.6 12-hour shifts, equaling 49.7 hours or 4.1 12-hour shift equivalents on average in each facility. Over the course of a year per facility, SSO produces 2584.4 hours (215.4 12-hour shifts) of total physician, nursing and ancillary clinician time that is freed from typing on the EHR keyboard.

For all 19 hospitals, 49,056.8 hours of clinician time (physicians, nurses and ancillary) are freed or from typing on the EHR keyboard, equal to 4,088.1 12-hour shift equivalents (see Table 1). Of this, SSO specifically liberated 14,717 hours of physician time from keyboard across 19 facilities per year, or 774 hours per facility per year (see Table 1). Because individual hospitals vary in the extent to which hospitalists are deployed and in their use of the EHR and clinical applications, we report the time liberated from keyboard stratified by increasing deciles of percentage use exclusively by hospitalists (see Table 2), for both the average individual facility and for all 19 hospitals implemented. At each tier of hospitalist use of the EHR, which serves as a proxy for login frequency, the annual financial value of time liberated from keyboard for an individual facility and for all 19 facilities are reported, using a mean hospitalist hourly wage of $113.

For most of the 19 hospitals evaluated, and based on past usage, the volume of hospitalist EHR use and application logins as a component all physicians use would be 70% at the low end and as high as 90% across different facilities, yielding an annual range of hospitalist time liberated of 10,302 hours (or 858.5 12-hour shifts) to 13,245 hours (or 1,103.8 12-hour shifts). This time has an annual recurrent value of between $1,164,126 and $1,496,685, where hospitalists are liberated from keyboard to deliver patient care (see Table 2).
Table 2. Financial value of hospitalist time freed from keyboard typing by SSO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Hospitalist CPOE Order Issuance/EHR Use</th>
<th>Hospitalist Time Liberated Per Hospital Per Year (Shifts)</th>
<th>Hospitalist Time Liberated in 19 Hospitals Per Year (Shifts)</th>
<th>Annual Value of Hospitalist Time Liberated Per Facility</th>
<th>Annual Value of Hospitalist Time Liberated in 19 Facilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30%</td>
<td>232 hours (19.3 shifts)</td>
<td>4,415 hours (367.9 shifts)</td>
<td>$26,257</td>
<td>$498,895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40%</td>
<td>309 hours (25.7 shifts)</td>
<td>5,887 hours (490.6 shifts)</td>
<td>$35,012</td>
<td>$665,231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>387 hours (32.3 shifts)</td>
<td>7,358 hours (613.2 shifts)</td>
<td>$43,760</td>
<td>$831,454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>464 hours (38.7 shifts)</td>
<td>8,830 hours (735.8 shifts)</td>
<td>$52,515</td>
<td>$997,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>542 hours (45.2 shifts)</td>
<td>10,302 hours (858.5 shifts)</td>
<td>$61,269</td>
<td>$1,164,126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>619 hours (51.6 shifts)</td>
<td>11,774 hours (981.2 shifts)</td>
<td>$70,024</td>
<td>$1,330,462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>697 hours (58.1 shifts)</td>
<td>13,245 hours (1,103.8 shifts)</td>
<td>$78,772</td>
<td>$1,496,685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>774 hours (64.5 shifts)</td>
<td>14,717 hours (1,226.4 shifts)</td>
<td>$87,527</td>
<td>$1,663,021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Proxy for frequency of hospitalist EHR and clinical application logins as a percent of total physician logins; #Shifts = shift equivalents of 12 hours duration; & Using $113 per hour as the mean hourly wage of hospitalists, as derived from five national reporting sources.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Objectives for SSO implementation were met and exceeded, with a substantial liberation or reduction of clinician time logging in to the EHR and clinical applications. Hospitalists, as a group of heavy EHR users, may be the most significant beneficiaries of SSO. Even in facilities where only 60% of EHR use and logins are by hospitalists, the annual value of hospitalist time liberated from keyboard to deliver patient care approaches $1 million per year on a recurrent basis, and climbs thereafter with each additional decile of hospitalist EHR use. With each 10% increase in hospitalist EHR use, SSO liberates another 1,472 hours (or 122.7 12-hour shifts) from keyboard, adding a financial value of $166,336 across the 19 facilities implemented. We did not measure differences in day versus night shifts with respect to login frequency and thus SSO value, however the typical EHR usage pattern among CHRISTUS hospitalists involves significantly heavier use during the daytime shift, when most care is provided, most CPOE orders are issued, and most electronic documentation occurs.

Total one-time implementation cost for SSO was $1,230,000, and the annual maintenance cost including clinician end user licenses is $296,000, yielding a total first year SSO cost for these 19 hospitals of $1,526,000. This analysis demonstrates that the dollar value of hospitalist time liberated from keyboard to deliver patient care – and to help drive patient throughput – almost equals the total one-time SSO implementation and recurrent annual maintenance cost. The savings on purchasing replacement PCs each year by migrating to a virtual desktop and a thin client device alone exceeds the annual SSO licensing fee. However, this calculus does not factor in the significant benefit of SSO to other physician specialists and mid-level providers, nurses and ancillary services, or in improving care team satisfaction and ability to focus on patient care. When these are considered, SSO value delivery exceeds its costs. While hospitalist satisfaction surveys were not collected, individual and chief hospitalists reported anecdotally that use of the EHR and clinical applications was easier and faster with SSO.

Overall, SSO provides an additional layer of encryption to the login and authentication process, and thus enhanced the level of personal health information security at the participating hospitals. The primary potential downsides of SSO implementation, depending on the implementation, include badge sharing among providers, or end users gaining access to a medical record that was previously open at a particular workstation where the last end user failed to log off. Both issues are readily addressed through end user training and establishment of policies to prohibit badge sharing, and requiring that end users tap out after completing their work or before even briefly leaving a workstation with a record open. In addition, ensuring an EHR auto log off is set after a certain time of inactivity reduces the existing low probability of accessing an open patient record.

Although hospitalists are not the final decision makers in whether a particular facility or system will invest in single sign-on, this analysis can raise awareness of the value of SSO among hospitalists so they can, through their usual participation in hospital governance, advocate for the value SSO would convey. Hospitalists sit on or lead important hospital committees where SSO implementation is considered, and have a critical role in maintaining/improving facility...
satisfaction, and in returning time to focus on the care of patients. Furthermore, the literature on physician burnout in general, and on physician EHR burnout in particular, is expanding rapidly.[22] Physician advocacy efforts in their own self-interest are hopefully growing as physicians increasingly insist that their voices on EHR and other burnout issues be heard. Often delivering a majority of patient care, hospitalists can advocate for EHR and other workflow improvements that impact professional well-being by requesting solutions like SSO. This analysis arms hospitalists (and hospital administrators) with data to advocate for improvements in EHR workflow, given how critical hospitalist performance is to meeting facility financial and clinical performance goals. Hospitalists and other clinical leaders at facilities where roaming across service lines is common should consider the value that SSO implementation may deliver to clinical workflow, clinician satisfaction, and in returning time to focus on the care of patients.
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